In 2018, the South African automotive manufacturing
sector continued to show progress, notwithstanding
challenging local economic conditions and global
competition. The International Organisation of Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers reported that South Africa
produced 601,178 vehicles last year. Projected local
production this year is 604,050 units and exports will
increase to 384,150 units next year compared to 340,050
units this year.
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The South African Automotive Supplier Industry
Benchmark Report 2018 (produced by B&M Analysts
for NAACAM), showed that vehicle component suppliers are gaining competitiveness and that
global benchmark performance is attainable within the local environment. The report showed that
customer satisfaction, sales, profitability, employment, quality, cost management and efficiency
rates of the local automotive supply sector are improving.
Interestingly, there is a surging interest in localisation from local Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEMs) for both existing and new products. This was a key finding of the above-mentioned
report but also supported by NAAMSA reports. Members need to invest and prepare themselves
accordingly. On aggregate, OEM local content continues to increase, having increased from
R41.7 billion in 2013 to R61.1 billion in 2017. Outside of the immense sector positioning and
interest development work done, NAACAM has also been active in marketing and building the
profile of members and the components sector with light and MHCV assemblers. Such work
will be even more important as we move into the newly announced SA Automotive Masterplan
incentive framework
The outcome of this Masterplan process is a huge boost for component manufacturers
and recognition of the role played by NAACAM in influencing positive policy outcomes. The
Masterplan objectives seek to achieve an increase in local content to 60%, 1% of global vehicle
production, double employment, global competitiveness, industry transformation and increased
value addition within the industry.
The amended APDP introduces a volume assembly localisation allowance (VALA) to replace the
current volume assembly allowance (VAA) and it will be phased from 2021 to 2026 so as not to
interrupt current OEM platform investment models. This is a key distinction in that there will no
longer be an incentive to assemble vehicles without recognition of its local content.
The Production Incentive benefit will increase to a net 12.5% for local value addition (currently net
10%), and the PRCC system will be replaced by face value duty credits to eliminate distortions
caused by varying tariff line duty structures. Work is ongoing to develop a technology focused
AIS to complement the existing AIS lever.
On a NAACAM leadership note, and as part of a longer-term succession strategy, Mr Dave
Coffey stepped down as NAACAM president after three years of dedicated service. Mr Ugo
Frigerio is the interim president.
The premier automotive manufacturing growth, technology, transformation and stakeholder
engagement on the African continent - the NAACAM 2019 Show - will be held from 12 to 14
March 2019 in Durban. The key themes to be explored are the future of manufacturing and the
automobile, transformation, operational excellence, regional market dynamics, increasing local
content and driving growth. The NAACAM 2019 Show is aligned with delivering the vision of the
South African Automotive Masterplan and it will be the primary event to engage on localisation.
Members are encouraged to participate.

e-Mail: info@naacam.co.za
GPS Co-ordinates:
S26º08’13” E28º11’23”
Tel: +27 (0)11 392 4060/5748
Fax: +27 (0)86 659 0494

A note of appreciation is extended to all stakeholders and members for the support throughout
the course of the year. The NAACAM office wishes you and those close to you, well over the
festive period.
NAACAM
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Adapt and Fly says BRiNK’s Local Boss
BRiNK Towing Systems South Africa, a NAACAM member and the largest manufacturer of tow bars in the
country, is going back to its roots.
The Pietermaritzburg-based company, a major producer for Ford’s Silverton plant near Pretoria and Toyota
in Durban, has taken advantage of its ability to react quickly to secure an order from its parent company,
Netherlands-based BRiNK Group.
In October and November, the SA operation will export almost 10 000 additional units to the European
nation to meet unexpected demand for certain tow bar types.
Says Mark Gutridge, Managing Director of BRiNK Towing Systems SA (pictured right): “BRiNK has a global
network of manufacturing facilities, so it is an achievement for Pietermaritzburg to be chosen, despite South
Africa’s comparatively high steel costs. We’ve always been flexible in terms of our production process and
pride ourselves in our ability to quickly go from a run of one type of bar to another. Our adaptability was key
in this case.”
A recent upgrade to the local operation, including the installation of a sophisticated twin six-axis Yaskawa
welding robot, has reduced time taken per unit. Its sophisticated circuitry allows it to be pre-programmed to
carry out complex welding sequences with remarkable accuracy, speed and quality.
“Whilst close to half the total order comprises a bar of one type, there will be a total of nine different
types in the mix, which requires careful planning from a production and materials perspective. In
the meantime, we’ll also be continuing with our normal high-volume orders for the Ford Ranger and
Toyota,” concluded Gutridge.
The Pietermaritzburg plant has a production capacity of 120 000 units per annum, while the Brink
Group, which has plants in the UK, Holland and France, produces over 1-million towbars a year.

NAACAM Media Statement on the SA Automotive Masterplan 2035
Friday 23 November 2018

NAACAM (National Association of Automotive Component
and Allied Manufacturers) welcomes the finalisation of the SA
Automotive Masterplan process and the announcement of the
policy that will be used to achieve the objectives of the sector by
2035.
“It is our view that this process has been adequately robust. The
end outcome is balanced and in the long-term interests of South
Africa as a manufacturer of automotive products. We are satisfied
that NAACAM’s inputs were fully considered. The dti under
Minister Rob Davies, should be congratulated for the high levels
of engagement, and evidence-based decision making that led to
this announcement,” said Ugo Frigerio, newly elected NAACAM
president, and also CEO of KAP Automotive.
The dti has been clear about its long-term commitment to support
the sector, as well as the benefits of having a deep and diverse
supply chain in SA. There is sufficient focus within the amended
policy levers to move the domestic supplier base on an upward
trajectory in terms of localisation, new venture and employment
creation.

Renai Moothilal, NAACAM executive director stated that “the
conversion of what was previously purely an incentive for vehicle
assembly, to one that factors in localisation is a step change in how
assemblers will view domestic sourcing. Similarly, the increased
reward levels linked to duty credits for value addition will benefit
component manufacturers. This will kick start economic activity in
the value chain, and help unlock some of the opportunities around
transformation and employment”.
The SA Automotive Masterplan has set out several objectives,
including having a localisation rate of 60% and doubling employment
in the whole sector by 2035.
With the high-level policy announcement now complete, NAACAM
commits itself to assisting the implementing authorities and key
industry partners including the vehicle assemblers and labour to
getting the systems and relationships in place that give effect to the
planned policy outcomes. The future for South Africa’s automotive
manufacturing industry in the post 2020 period is promising.

Accelerate growth with automotive
industry solutions.
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Atlantis Foundries celebrates

one-millionth HDEP block

A

tlantis Foundries (Pty) Ltd forms part of the Atlantis Community and surrounding areas
and was established in 1978 as ADE (Atlantis Diesel Engines).

The development company, Finesco (Pty) Ltd, was tasked with the development of the
Atlantis Diesel Engines facility in 1979 and this construction led to the ADE site in Atlantis, a
national strategic resource to provide diesel engines to the South African market.
The first engine rolled off the assembly line in April 1981 and, in September 1981,‘ADE Part’
was born, creating 2 500 jobs, taking the total employment to a massive 4 000 employees.
At the same time, Ferroform started construction of a Foundry on a neighboring site. The
intention was to produce automotive castings such as engine blocks for supply to ADE for
machining and assembly with peak production planned for 1985. The Foundry was completed
and the first castings were produced in 1982.
For the best part of 40 years Atlantis Foundries, a globally renowned foundry, has overseen
numerous changes across its ownership and the wider industry, but has simultaneously
remained consistent across the world–class standards for which it has become praised.
Supplying predominantly heavy duty engine blocks for some of the world’s leading trucks
OEMs – our current, main customer is Daimler – Atlantis Foundries has risen above many
challenges and changes over the years and continues to be one of the best examples of an
Atlantis success story.
The 1millionth HDEP block cast was 24G on 24 July 2018, which was manufactured and sold
as a R471 block in week 39 of 2018 at Atlantis Foundries. This huge landmark was celebrated
by Atlantis Foundries’ employees as a major achievement and all are very proud of it.
Atlantis Foundries’ standards are highly competitive in the global market and have helped
them to become recognized as a World Class Foundry.
Well done to everyone past and present, who contributed to Atlantis Foundries reaching this
major milestone.

T

TrenStar awarded a five-year contract to a leading
German automotive manufacturer in Rosslyn

renStar, a leading provider of returnable packaging and
innovative management, has successfully renewed its contract
for a further five-years, as the sole supplier of reusable
packaging to a leading German automotive manufacturer in
Rosslyn, Gauteng.
Tap du Plessis, CEO of TrenStar, explains: “We see the new contract
as both a renewed expression of confidence and, as an opportunity
to showcase our newest technological advancements to the benefit
of our client,”

The business leverages the best combination of hardware and
software ensuring clients always utilise the latest technology,
including the proprietary enterprise asset management system TEAM
(TrenStar Enterprise Asset Management) which is an all-inclusive
container management tracking system enabling unique and nonunique number management.

TrenStar, founded in 1992, is today positioned as an industry leader in
the supply and management of returnable rental packaging. Through
our philosophy of “Innovation through Collaboration” we have forged
relationships with clients and together, created innovative supply
chain solutions to address the returnable packaging and management
requirements.

Using predictive analytics, TrenStar is able to assist in developing
models which will help clients with predicting insights and patterns that
are relevant. Predictability (AI) allows business to leverage insights in
strategic planning and decisions with the ease of use, allowing for
analysis in hours and resulting in a unique client experience.

The dedication to client needs and leveraging skills has allowed the
business to expand its unique products and services throughout the
automotive, manufacturing, fast-moving consumer goods, mining,
pharmaceutical, medical and chemical industries.

“The renewal of the contract reaffirms an established partnership
where TrenStar’s capabilities have been implemented and proven.
Our solution has translated into measurable cost savings and
improved efficiency throughout the client’s supply chain.” says Du
Plessis.
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or the South African automotive sector to actively increase
its local content to the ambitious targets set in the South
African Automotive Masterplan, there is a need to ensure
that the industry may access world-class automotivespecific infrastructure. In addition to sophisticated transport and
logistics infrastructure; the availability of well-serviced industrial
land; and a robust local skills base, it is essential that the South
African automotive industry have access to world-class testing
facilities. There has long been an assumption that there is limited
local availability of testing facilities, and that the facilities are often
unable to support the high technical requirements associated with
OEMs. In an effort to better understand local testing capabilities
and identify opportunities for collaboration between testing facilities
and the automotive sector, ASCCI recently visited the University of
Pretoria’s Enterprises facility.
A delegation comprising representatives of ASCCI’s Localisation
and Supplier Capability Sub-Committees, NAAMSA, NAACAM and
the South African Tyre Manufacturers Conference (SATMC) visited
Enterprises to explore opportunities for collaboration. Enterprises
is a wholly-owned company of the University of Pretoria, which
provides various industrial sectors with access to specialists,
knowledge experts and resources located at the University through
contract research and advisory services. The delegation visited
two laboratories which are of particular interest to the automotive
sector:
• Centre for Asset Integrity Management (C-AIM) Consult
which provides specialist engineering consulting services in
structural integrity, vibration and acoustics. C-AIM Consult
has extensive experience and expertise in the field of
structural mechanics and dynamics, from both an analysis
and measurement perspective.
• Vehicle Dynamics Group (VDG) which provides specialised
and expert services in the field of vehicle dynamics and
mobility. VDG has a strong applied focus and capability, both

for laboratory and field testing. Testing capabilities range from
laboratory tests on individual components up to full vehicle
systems tested on the proving ground and under realistic
operating conditions. Experimental data is used extensively to
develop and validate models of vehicles and components.
Presenting to ASCCI were Prof. Stephan Heyns, Director of C-AIM
Consult and Prof Schalk Els, Director of VDG. Prof Heyns shared
insights into the specialist engineering consulting services in
structural integrity, vibration and acoustics offered by C-AIM Consult
which can support the automotive sector to drive localisation of
high-value components. Prof Els, who leads a team of researchers
and engineers involved with world-leading engineering testing
through VDG, emphasised the expertise at the lab which draws a
number of international clients throughout the year.
Dr Elmar de Wet, Executive Manager: Research Solutions
emphasised the importance of collaboration between industry and
academia. He highlighted that with over 300 completed projects
per annum, and more than 40 areas of expertise and capability,
Enterprises is suitably poised to provide high quality technical
infrastructure support the South African automotive sector.
Delegates left the visit encouraged by the sophistication of services
offered by Enterprises, and many expressed a keen interest in
engaging further to support their individual testing requirements.
For more information, please contact the ASCCI facilitation
team on ascci@bmanalysts.com and 031 764 6100. Please
visit Enterprises’ website: http://www.enterprises.up.ac.za/

ANNUAL SHUTDOWN DATES FOR MAJOR ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS 2018/2019
Based on information received from Original Equipment Manufacturers, closing dates for 2018 and resumption dates for 2019 for the
seven major OEM’s are as follows:
OEM

Head Office

Plant

Closing 2018

Resuming 2019

Closing 2018

Resuming 2019

BMW South Africa

Skeleton staff

No official shutdown

21 December

8 January

Ford Motor Company SA

21 December

2 January

12 December

7 January

Isuzu Motors South Africa

14 December

7 January

14 December

11 January

Mercedes-Benz SA

Not advised

Not advised

14 December

28 January

Nissan South Africa

14 December

11 January

14 December

11 January

Toyota South Africa

14 December

7 January

14 December

7 January

Volkswagen South Africa

12 December

7 January

12 December

7 January
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It's possible...

S

ealtron SA, a new NAACAM member, was
established in 2002. We are a professional
company that operates with three business
units: Distribution, Manufacturing and Assembly.

Our philosophy is to work with our customers to create
a value-added offering and sustainability in the supply chain. Sealtron SA is closely
aligned to the objectives of Government in contributing to employment, skills
development and operating a business of excellence in all we do to the benefit of
our stakeholders. We are a very proudly South African company with commitment
to grow our business and our country.
Our staff and culture are at the forefront of creating a competitive market advantage.
The ability to provide current technology solutions with competitive pricing, service
and flexibility sets Sealtron apart from its competitors.
All of the above with the peace of mind when it comes to reliability are the
reasons our customers enjoy doing business with us and why new customers are
continuously associating with the brand.
Sealtron SA is committed to establishing and maintaining itself as a quality
distributor of electronic and electrical components, a well equipped design and
development supplier and a quality manufacturer and assembler of electrical
harnesses and sub-assembly parts/products. To achieve this goal we aim to totally
satisfy our customers’ requirements and expectations by applying TQM in every
process of our business and product/service offerings.
We are committed to maintaining and continually improving a Total Quality
Management System (TQMS) that conforms to the ISO 9001:2015 requirements. As
management of Sealtron SA, we undertake to ensure that our Quality Management
System is therefore directed towards achieving the following objectives:
• Only accepting orders and contracts within our managing capacity and
capability
• Planning all business activities and improving on the planned time allocations
• To obtain a total commitment to the implementation and maintenance of the
quality policy from management and staff and in so doing to create quality
awareness culture in our organization
• Supporting and developing suppliers who are committed to Quality
Improvement
• Adopting, where possible, a proactive approach to business improvement
• Reacting to problems quickly and systematically and fostering a team
approach to problem solving
For further information:
Email: info@sealtron.co.za Tel: +27 (0) 31 502 5185
Website: www.sealtron.co.za

Source: NAAMSA/Lightstone Auto

EXPORTS OUT OF AFRICA: 2014 - 10/2018 (incl)
Passenger Cars
2014
BMW
60,234
Hyundai
59
M-Benz
32,600
Toyota
1,453
Volkswagen
54,556
Total
148,902

2015
63,680
5
93,005
2,261
66,299
225,250

2016
2017
10/2018
56,793 47,991 33,632
23
3
0
109,396 113,308 81,302
952
1,228
714
68,928 65,411 63,392
236,092 227,941 179,040

Commercial Vehicles
2014
FAW
0
Ford
33,429
Hyundai
11
Isuzu
0
Mercedes-Benz
0
Nissan
1,082
Toyota
32,497
Total
67,019

2015
0
31,825
0
7
0
10
35,322
67,164

2016
2
49,527
0
7
0
0
37,683
87,219

2017
8
53,859
0
44
0
0
34,396
88,307

10/2018
0
51,010
12
4
9
33,771
84,806
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The Toyota Wessels Institute for Manufacturing Studies

T

he Toyota Wessels Institute for Manufacturing Studies (TWIMS) is an independent, not for profit initiative,
established through grant funding from the Toyota South Africa Education Trust. While TWIMS proudly carries the
name of both Toyota and the Wessels family, which founded Toyota South Africa, the institution is a public body
dedicated to the development of manufacturing executives in Africa.

As a tuition centre of the Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS), the pinnacle qualification taught at TWIMS is
the GIBS manufacturing focused MBA. GIBS, in partnership with TWIMS, has developed a range of manufacturing
specific courses for this focused MBA. These include Future Manufacturing, Green Manufacturing, Lean Operations
Management, Lean Supply Chain management, and African Trade and Industrialisation. In addition, the international
study and independent research components of the MBA are manufacturing focused. For example, the international
study component includes trips to leading manufacturing plants in countries like Turkey and Thailand, while the independent research component
requires students to complete their MBA dissertation on a manufacturing related subject. The structure of the MBA is depicted graphically below.
The GIBS MBA (manufacturing focus) is
only taught at TWIMS. It is delivered on
an extended block release basis by GIBS
faculty to the same standard of delivery on
the main GIBS campus. In addition to the
earning of formal academic qualifications,
TWIMS has developed a range of
manufacturing executive short courses
that will be delivered at its state-of-the-art
campus, while the campus itself has been
designed to accommodate other training
service providers and company strategy
sessions. For example, the campus has
a well-appointed 14 room boutique hotel,
multiple executive seminar rooms, a
resource centre and computer laboratory.
By June of next year, TWIMS will also offer
an 84-seater auditorium, a technology
“sandpit”, gym, and a public coffee shop.
As a public institution, TWIMS would be
delighted to host automotive manufacturing
representatives to its facility and its various
formal and non-formal academic courses.

For queries related to TWIMS, please contact its Executive Director, Dr Justin Barnes, at justin.barnes@twimsafrica.com

When the road less
travelled calls, call us to
keep your commercial
requirements on track.
If you’re in the business of putting wheels
in motion, you can bank with us to help you
with your business automotive needs.
Ã>Ãw°V
business | wealth | banking
Dylan Jessup
Regional Manager
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Our
service
solutions

Forex
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APDP PI Claims
and PRCC Sales

Incentives
Automotive Investment
Scheme (AIS)

Import Duty
Recoveries

Warehousing
and Logistics

Short-term
Insurance

BEE Veriﬁcation
Services

%QOOGTEKCN
Solutions

beyond a bank

VEHICLE SALES BY PROVINCE/AREA
January - October 2018 (incl.)
Passenger
Eastern Cape
Freestate
Gauteng
KwaZulu Natal
Limpopo
Mpumalanga
Northern Cape
NorthWest
Western Cape
Botswana
Lesotho
Namibia
Swaziland
Export
Government Units
Rental Units
Single Units
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Commercial

11,557
6,098
109,056
38,690
8,175
11,273
2,444
7,262
32,879

8,216
5,497
55,316
19,827
7,897
11,168
2,744
6,102
16,542

1,892
277
4,361
445

3,260
516
5,596
734

181,476
4,339
52,884
16,015

17,855
6,894
4,823
1,952
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NAACAM
Show 2019
Galvanising the industry around the vision of the SA Automotive Masterplan

T

The recently announced South African Automotive Masterplan (SAAM) will guide the sector
to 2035, providing a unified roadmap under a revised incentive framework. Its targets include
expanded vehicle production, doubling employment, an increase in local content to 60%, and
an increase in the contribution of Black-owned suppliers’ automotive GVA within the economy to
25% of the Tier 2 and Tier 3 total.
NAACAM is committed to driving implementation of the SAAM, with the NAACAM Show 2019 playing
a leading role. Core objectives of the initiative include the promotion of localisation and transformation
of the automotive value chain and attracting foreign direct investment (FDI) and technology transfer to
enhance the capacity and capability of local manufacturers.
Beyond the significant Conference Programme and Exhibition of the
NAACAM Show 2019 there are three additional aspects to the initiative firms
are encouraged to engage in to maximise the value from participation

1 Buyer-supplier linkage meetings
The buyer-supplier meeting programme is driven by OEMs and Tier 1 buyers
who are looking to boost the local content levels in their respective supply
chains. For lower tier manufacturers and suppliers, the opportunity to meet
face-to-face with the gathered OEM and Tier 1 buyers is significant. The
buyer-led focus of the meetings is intended to ensure a high conversion into
actual contractual agreements although supplying firms are encouraged to
state their product and process capabilities and desired customers to meet
with and meetings will be sought for them.
2 Hosting nominated foreign technology partners and international buyers
Coupled to the buyer-supplier linkage meetings is the intention to host
foreign technology partners, potential investors and international buyers.
Firms that would like to nominate an invitee to be hosted – based around a
localisation or export opportunity - are encouraged to contact the organisers.
3 Localisation exhibition
The localisation exhibition is envisaged as being a significant drawcard
to, focus of, and value creator by the NAACAM Show. Held within the
exhibition area, participation by all OEMs and 20 tier 1s will be catered for
with approximately 100 parts per OEM and 50 parts per Tier 1 displayed,
with 1 000+ parts anticipated in the display. This exhibition provides OEMs
and Tier 1’s who are exhibiting at the event with additional opportunities to
display localisable components and sub-components.
The NAACAM Show will be taking place at the
Durban ICC, 12-14 March 2019
To express an interest in participating in buyer-supplier linkage
meetings, nominate international buyers and technology
partners for hosting, or to express an interest in participating
in the localisation exhibition, please be in contact with the
NAACAM Show Project Management team on:
info@naacamshow.co.za or
+27 (0)31 764 6100
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The Broad-Based Black
Economic
Empowerment Objective

T

he 2018 period has brought with it a flurry of activity
within the Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
framework. From clarification notes provided by the
BEEC; to amendments to the Schedule 1 definitions;
proposed amendments to 2/3 priority elements (the Skills
Development and Enterprise and Development Elements)
and the introduction of the YES for Youth Initiative. The landscape
of transformation is set to continue evolving as continual steps are
taken to hone and refine the trajectory of this socially imperative
legislation.
For the Automotive Industry, the continued importance of
commitment to transformation was reinforced with the realisation
of the South African Automotive Masterplan vision and associated
objectives. Amongst the many strategies, the requirement of Level
4 contributor status put to bed all debates concerning the business
case for participation. That said, these consequences when
considered in conjunction with the fluid nature of the legislation,
require level heads when navigating compliance strategies within
most organisations. While insight to the general direction of the
legislation can be gained from gazettes published for public
comment, until eventual promulgated promulgation, a conservative
strategy of planning based on the current versions of the legislation
may be considered sensible.
On 29th March 2018, the Department of Trade and Industry issued
Draft Statement 000, Code Series 000 of 2018 (General Principles
Statement) and Draft Statement 300, Code Series 300 of 2018
(Skills Development Statement) which proposed changes. The
key amendments were the introduction of the Youth Employment
Service Initiative (YES Initiative), clarifications in respect of
measurement of unincorporated joint ventures, explanation of
the application of enhanced recognition for EME’s and QSE’s,
recognition of expenditure on bursaries for Black students at Higher
Education Institutions and revision to the formula’s in respect of the
EAP targets for racial sub-categories.
th

On the 15 of June 2018, the Department of Trade and Industry
issued another gazette on the amendments to Schedule 1 of the
Codes, dealing with definitions. The second part of the proposed
changes focusses on the amendments to Codes Series 400
(Enterprise and Supplier Development).
The key changes in the Schedule 1 Amendments included definition
amendments of absorption (further educational progression
no longer counts) which is restricted to candidates who are
offered long-term contracts after completion of studies (longterm contracts have been defined as a permanent employment
contract). Designated Group Supplier definition (excludes BroadBased Ownership, Co-Operatives or Employee Share Ownership
Schemes) definition has been restricted to entities which have 51%
ownership by Black Designated Groups and qualifying Enterprise

Brent Oakes
Sales Director, BPO NEXTEC
and Supplier Development beneficiaries which are 51% Black- or
51% Black Women-Owned EMEs, QSEs or Generic Entities who
achieved their profile utilising the flow-through principle.
The proposed amendments to Codes Series 400 (Enterprise and
Supplier Development) focused on condensing the EME and QSE,
as well as the proposed inclusion of 51% Black-Owned or 51%
Black Women-Owned Generic Entities (utilising the flow-through
principle) also allowing them to be recognized under this indicator.
The adjustment of target, as well as points allocation within the
scorecard, and recognition multipliers and amendment to the
ESD benefit matrix rounded off the most noteworthy of proposed
alterations to the Codes.
Of all of the above proposed amendments, only the YES
Initiative (which formed a part of the 29th March 2018 proposed
amendments) has been gazetted (on 28th August 2018). The South
African Automotive Masterplan has cemented the requirement for
enhanced B-BBEE contributor status (Level 4) come 2021. The
need to have meaningful transformation within the Automotive
Sector is now even more apparent than ever, specifically in the
context of considering ownership inclusion or the identification
and introduction of Black-Owned industrialists within the supply
chain. Without significant strides in these, as well as the other
elements considered within the legislation, it will leave the industry
well short of incentive program participation. It is critical that all
stakeholders continue to engage through the public participation
process, as not only will this produce a far more representative
outcome, but it will increase the level of education and insight to all
thus affording members of the industry the greatest advantage of
efficient compliance management.

As an associate member of NAACAM, Siyaya Skills Institute, a wholly owned subsidiary of NEXTEC (Division of EOH Holdings),
continues to be committed to assisting the Automotive Sector, achieve its compliance goals. Our national team pride themselves on
tailor making solutions for achieving the objectives of our clients at the lowest average cost. As a demonstration of this commitment,
the NAACAM NEC has negotiated a complementary initial compliance consultation for all members of good standing. Should your
organisation require assistance and wish to engage this or other exclusive services offers, please feel free to contact our offices on
the details provided below.
Siyaya’s services include:
•
•
•
•
•

Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act Consulting
Employment Equity Act Consulting
Skills Development Levies Act Consulting
Disability Management
Training
Call our offices on 0861 00 99 04 or visit us on www.siyayaskills.com.
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